BENEFITS TO YOUR COMPANY
•
•
•
•

ENERGY100 IS
A NEW AND EXCITING PILOT PROJECT
SPONSORED BY ON5 TO HELP
EMPLOYEES SAVE ENERGY AT HOME.
We have launched an impactful programme to enable staff to
live in healthier homes and to increase their disposable income,
through encouraging reductions in their energy spend and use.
On average, energy bills account for approximately 7% of an
individual’s income and the cost of heat & power is on the rise.
Through engaging your employees, with Energy100’s Onsite
Workshops and Online Hub you will contribute towards the UK’s
efforts to reduce energy waste and achieve ambitious carbon
emissions targets, whilst making energy efficiency a little more
interesting!

•

Creates a sense of community and engagement
Encourages energy efficient behaviour at work too by
building on knowledge
Tracks potential impact on carbon and energy reductions
Offer as an additional perk and improve your employees’
well-being
Represents a key pillar of your positive social and
environmental strategies

ENERGY100 WORKSHOPS
The 30-minute interactive workshop aims to establish attendee
motivations, as to why or what would make them want to save energy
in the first place? The session then covers three key elements with
personalised energy saving advice and tips shared along the way:







     
   




  

 

BOOK A WORKSHOP

ENERGY100 HUB
The Energy100 Hub follows on
from the workshop and simplifies
your employees’ route to building
a cosier home, the platform utilises
gamification techniques and
rewards to incentivise people to
take action to reduce their gas and
electricity consumption.
The Hub offers energy advice
and services, providing the
information needed to add value
to your employees’ homes with

access to the Energy Saving
Trust - Community Home Energy
Check Tool through the Energy100
Community.
Making pledges to adopt energysavings actions, earning points and
tracking progress on the platform,
your employees will gain the chance
to win prizes in return for their
engagement in energy saving.

VISIT THE ENERGY100 HUB

“Looks like ON5 has found a great
way to engage with energy users and
raise awareness of how everyone can
do their bit to reduce energy use and
save money.”
Jon Saltmarsh,
Head of Technical Energy Analysis, Department of
Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS)

HOW IT ALL WORKS

“We called in the experts from ON5 to facilitate energy efficiency
workshops as part of our Reshaping Tomorrow Week, which is
Wates’ framework for delivering sustainability in our business and
for our clients. The workshops were practical and inspired our
employees to think about the energy they use in their homes, how
it can be reduced and how it can be bought better and cleaner by
using switching websites to choose standard or renewable energy
suppliers. The workshops met our objectives of supporting our staff
to become more aware of Reshaping Tomorrow and gain a greater
understanding of how to take practical action at home and at work”

For a small contribution of £100
per workshop, your employees will
benefit from a 30-minute energysaving workshop, delivered from
the comfort of your workplace.
Our energy expert can engage
up to 10 of your employees per
session, which works out to just £10
per person with free access to the
online hub developed and funded
by ON5.

Luke Smith,
Sustainability Manager, Wates Group Services

GET IN TOUCH
SHEVALI PATEL

ON5 COMPANY LTD

Energy100 Project Manager

Impact Hub King’s Cross

+ 44 (0) 7950598191

34B York Way, London N1 9AB

spatel@ON5company.co.uk

www.ee4all-by-on5.co.uk

We fully support the implementation of the UN’s Sustainable
Development Goals, focusing on Affordable and Clean Energy

